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F = Right Flam

= Left Flam

Metronome time \( \frac{1}{4} = 120 \)
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Rudiments contained in this Drum Solo are listed below:

1. Five stroke roll
2. Flam
3. Ruff
4. Flamacue
5. Nine stroke roll
6. Thirteen stroke roll
7. Single paradiddle
8. Double paradiddle
9. Ruff Double paradiddle
10. Flam paradiddle
11. Flam tap
12. Lesson No. 25
13. Single ratamacue
14. Flam accent (variation)
15. Single stroke of 7

(* Compound Rudiments)
LICORICE & MOLASSES

Metronome time \( \frac{2}{4} \times 5\) = 110

By JOHN S. PRATT

F = Right Flam \( \frac{2}{4} \)
L = Left Flam \( \frac{4}{2} \)
Rudiments contained in this Drum Solo are listed below:

1. Five stroke roll
2. Seven stroke roll
3. Flam
4. Ruff
5. Ruff flamague
6. Ruff single paradiddle
7. Ruff double paradiddle
8. Single paradiddle
9. Drag paradiddle No. 1
10. Drag paradiddle No. 2 (reverse)
11. Lesson No. 25
12. Single drag
13. Single ratamacue
14. Double ratamacue
15. Single stroke of 7

(* Compound Rudiments)
1. Five stroke roll
2. Seven stroke roll
3. Nine stroke roll
4. Ten stroke roll
5. Thirteen stroke roll
6. Flam accent (variation)
7. Flam tap
8. Flam paradiddle
9. Flam
10. Flamacue

11. Ruff
12. Single paradiddles
13. Double paradiddle
14. Single ratamacue
15. Flam double paradiddle
16. Triple paradiddle
17. Single drag
18. Ruff single paradiddle
19. Single stroke of f
20. Lesson No. 25
21. Ruff flamacue

(* Compound Rudiments)
Dexterity

Metronome time \( \frac{J}{j} = 110 \)

By JOHN S. PRATT
Rudiments contained in this Drum Solo are listed below:

1. Seven stroke roll
2. Five stroke roll
3. Flam
4. Ruff
5. Ruff flamcuce
6. Flam paradiddle
7. Single paradiddle
8. Double paradiddle
9. Drag paradiddle No. 2 (reverse)
10. Drag paradiddle No. 2 (variation)
11. Single ratamacue
12. Double ratamacue
13. Triple ratamacue
14. Triple ratamacue (reverse)
15. Lesson No. 25
16. Single stroke of 7
17. Single Drag

(* Compound Rudiments)